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Abstract
Molecular data form an important research tool in most branches of mycology. A non-trivial proportion of 
the public fungal DNA sequences are, however, compromised in terms of quality and reliability, contribut-
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ing noise and bias to sequence-borne inferences such as phylogenetic analysis, diversity assessment, and 
barcoding. In this paper we discuss various aspects and pitfalls of sequence quality assessment. Based on 
our observations, we provide a set of guidelines to assist in manual quality management of newly generated, 
near-full-length (Sanger-derived) fungal ITS sequences and to some extent also sequences of shorter read 
lengths, other genes or markers, and groups of organisms. The guidelines are intentionally non-technical 
and do not require substantial bioinformatics skills or significant computational power. Despite their sim-
ple nature, we feel they would have caught the vast majority of the severely compromised ITS sequences in 
the public corpus. Our guidelines are nevertheless not infallible, and common sense and intuition remain 
important elements in the pursuit of compromised sequence data. The guidelines focus on basic sequence 
authenticity and reliability of the newly generated sequences, and the user may want to consider additional 
resources and steps to accomplish the best possible quality control. A discussion on the technical resources 
for further sequence quality management is therefore provided in the supplementary material.
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Introduction

The inconspicuous and largely subterranean or endophytic nature of much of fungal 
life presents a challenge to mycology. Many fungal lineages do not seem to produce tan-
gible fruiting bodies, and for those that do, the factors promoting - and acting against 
- fruiting body formation are only partly understood. As a result, most sampling sites 
and habitats host a much greater fungal diversity than the above-ground view offered 
by fruiting bodies would lead the observer to believe (Porter et al. 2008; Hibbett et al. 
2011). Furthermore, discriminatory yet easily assessed morphological characters are 
something of a rare commodity in mycology, and morphology alone often falls short of 
providing unequivocal species identification and delimitation. For these and other rea-
sons, mycologists were quick to embrace molecular (DNA sequence) data as a research 
tool in the early 1990s (Horton and Bruns 2001; Anderson and Cairney 2004). Today, 
DNA sequences represent a key source of information in nearly all branches of mycol-
ogy, including systematics, taxonomy, and ecology (Stajich et al. 2009), and the land-
marks include the establishment of a phylogenetic backbone and a classification system 
for the fungal kingdom (Blackwell et al. 2006; James et al. 2006; Hibbett et al. 2007).

For all their advantages, molecular data do not solve all open research questions in 
mycology, and examples of where the misuse and misinterpretation of molecular data 
hampered mycological progress are easy to point out (Nilsson et al. 2006). Sequences of 
compromised technical quality or of incorrect taxonomic or ecological annotations are 
major contributors in this respect in that they may lead researchers to erroneous results 
and conclusions. When such entries are made publicly available through the interna-
tional sequence databases, their compromised integrity becomes a problem not only for 
the researcher who generated them in the first place but for the entire mycological - in-
deed, scientific - community. Several studies have reported on the various shortcomings 
of the public DNA sequence corpus (e.g., Gilks et al. 2002; Harris 2003; Bidartondo et 
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al. 2008), but none have succeeded in halting the continual submission of substandard 
entries to the databases. On the contrary, there are indications that the proportion of sev-
eral classes of compromised sequences - such as chimeras and reverse complementary se-
quences - increases over time (Abarenkov et al. 2010b). While very experienced users may 
perhaps be able to look through such broken data, many others may not be in a position 
to do so, particularly not since a growing number of people from outside mycology - even 
outside the academia - now use fungal sequence data as a part of their work. The highly 
automated nature of many sequence analysis pipelines similarly makes software suites 
susceptible to several kinds of sequence errors - such as incorrect taxonomic annotations - 
since these automata are often built to accept certain classes of information at face value.

The most popular genetic marker for mycological research questions at and below 
the genus level is the nuclear ribosomal internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region, a 
ca. 450–650 base pair (bp.) region consisting of the two variable spacers ITS1 and 
ITS2 and the intercalary, highly conserved 5.8S gene (Begerow et al. 2010). In ad-
dition to being widely used for phylogenetic inference and in systematics, the ITS 
region is proposed as the formal fungal barcode and forms the primary choice for 
molecular identification of fungi from environmental samples (Vrålstad 2011; Schoch 
et al. 2012). Several of the present authors have spent significant time pursuing com-
promised ITS sequences in the International Nucleotide Sequence Databases (INSD: 
GenBank, ENA, and DDBJ; Karsch-Mizrachi et al. 2012) and UNITE (Abarenkov 
et al. 2010a; http://unite.ut.ee) or have worked with sequence reliability in other re-
spects. Over time we have noticed several features that signal high-quality, as well as 
substandard, ITS entries. The most striking observation is probably that, in nearly 
all cases, severely compromised ITS sequences can be detected manually using just 
a few simple guidelines (Table 1), without the assistance of technical software pack-
ages or access to significant computational power. Many of these guidelines have been 
put in writing by us and others, but they are scattered across the literature and often 
mentioned just in passing. In addition, several of them are published in outlets rarely 
consulted by mycologists. The present publication aims to bring those guidelines and 
observations on how to establish basic authenticity and reliability of newly generated 
ITS sequences together in a single, easily digestible publication. The guidelines are sim-
ple and straightforward to apply; substantial bioinformatics expertise is not required, 
and only on-line resources of the paste-and-click type are used. Their simple nature 
notwithstanding, we believe that these guidelines would have caught the vast majority 
of the present severely compromised fungal ITS sequences in the public corpus, had 
they been available and applied at the time of data generation and accessioning.

We would like to stress that the guidelines described here focus on basic sequence 
authenticity and reliability; they are certainly no panacea for sequence quality manage-
ment. Their purpose is to assist in pruning severely compromised entries from newly 
generated, nearly full-length (typically, but not exclusively, Sanger-derived) fungal ITS 
datasets before those sequences are put to scientific use. The target audience comprises 
researchers who have just started to use molecular tools (e.g., students) as well as those 
who otherwise would have taken little action in the direction of quality management. 

http://unite.ut.ee
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Table 1. Overview of the five guidelines.

Target of guideline Way of getting there
1. Establish that the sequences come from 
the intended gene or marker

Do a multiple alignment of the sequences and verify 
that they all feature some suitable, conserved sub-region 
(here the 5.8S gene)

2. Establish that all sequences are given in 
the correct (5’ to 3’) orientation

Examine the alignment for any sequences that do not 
align at all to the others; re-orient these; re-run the 
alignment step; and examine them again

3. Establish that there are no (bad cases of ) 
chimeras in the dataset

Run the sequences through BLAST in INSD/UNITE 
and verify that the best match comprises more or less 
the full length of the query sequences

4. Establish that there are no other major 
technical errors in the sequences

Examine the BLAST results carefully, particularly the 
graphical overview and the pairwise alignment, for 
anomalies

5. Establish that any taxonomic annotations 
given to the sequences make sense

Examine the BLAST hit list to see that the species 
names produced make sense

For the user wishing to apply the most advanced and technical quality control solu-
tions to a new dataset right from the start, we provide an account of the bioinformatics 
of ITS sequence quality control in Appendix. One is nevertheless mistaken to believe 
that sequence reliability is a matter of bioinformatics only; taxonomic knowledge and 
common sense are just as important, if much more difficult to algorithmize. What fol-
lows is an attempt at a joint treatment of these three aspects.

A word on the query and reference datasets

The sequences in INSD and UNITE are often used as reference datasets to which newly 
generated (“query”) sequences are compared in pursuit of taxonomic and ecological an-
notation. Neither INSD nor UNITE seek to store full ITS sequence datasets generated 
by next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies such as 454 pyrosequencing (Mar-
gulies et al. 2005), at least not as primary sequences. The sheer volume and the high 
frequency of platform-generated sequencing errors derived from NGS approaches ne-
cessitate extensive, elaborate quality control measures (Gilles et al. 2011; Quince et al. 
2011), and the guidelines presented here should certainly not be used as a replacement 
for those. Indeed, the present paper primarily targets ITS sequences derived through 
traditional Sanger sequencing, that is, ITS sequences that usually cover more or less the 
full length of the ITS region (≥500 bp.). The guidelines thus apply first and foremost 
to research endeavours where full-length ITS sequences are used, including most ITS-
borne studies in systematics, taxonomy, and ecology. Many data mining efforts also 
fall within the scope of the guidelines, as do the core ITS sequences of INSD/UNITE.

Much of the following will apply also to genes and markers other than the ITS re-
gion – particularly the neighbouring ribosomal small subunit (SSU) and large subu-
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nit (LSU) genes - and it will certainly apply to the ITS region in groups of organisms 
other than fungi. Nevertheless, for the sake of example, the user is assumed to have a 
newly generated fungal ITS dataset (with chromatograms), ideally of near-full-length 
sequences or at least sequences covering approximately the same part of the ITS 
region. A proportion of the sequences is assumed to be annotated to various hierar-
chical classification levels, such as “Uncultured chytridiomycete”, “Penicillium sp.”, 
and “Amanita muscaria”. To avoid overly simplified examples, we will furthermore 
assume that the data offer some degree of taxonomic complexity and span several 
fungal phyla and multiple orders. If the dataset is small - say fewer than 50 sequences 
- the user should probably consider each sequence individually. For datasets up to a 
few hundred sequences, the user could use a clustering tool such as the BLASTclust 
implementation at http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/blastclust to reduce the dataset 
to one representative sequence per “species” or operational taxonomic unit (OTU; 
Blaxter et al. 2005). The BLASTclust settings of 97–98% similarity over at least 90% 
of the length of the shortest sequence in a pairwise alignment will do a reasonable job 
at approximating the species level in mixed-fungi datasets. For the remainder of this 
document, the user would then only have to consider one (representative) sequence 
per such OTU, bypassing the need to address large numbers of near-identical entries. 
For larger datasets still, the user could further reduce the BLASTclust settings to 
85% clustering similarity or even somewhat lower, provided that the length criterion 
is kept at 90%. The clustering step is optional and only meant as a way to reduce 
the number of sequences in need of examination; the present paper does not seek to 
give advice on how to cluster sequences into OTUs for purposes of richness estima-
tion or similar endeavours. While the clustering step removes the user one level from 
the actual sequence data, we have found the difference to be negligible in terms of 
basic sequence authenticity and reliability. If any of the clusters contain two or more 
sequences with full or partial taxonomic annotations, the user should take the op-
portunity to skim through these to verify that they make approximate sense, meaning 
that the sequences in the cluster are expected to be annotated as closely related taxa. 
A cluster with the confamilial ascomycete genera Penicillium and Aspergillus would 
probably make sense under the relaxed clustering settings discussed here; a cluster 
with Penicillium (Ascomycota) and Amanita (Basidiomycota) would not. In the latter 
case, one or more of the sequences are mislabelled or otherwise deficient, e.g., chi-
meric. The truly impatient user may now make use of the fact that severely compro-
mised sequences tend to be unique in the nature of their misfortune and thus come 
out as singletons (clusters of only one sequence) in the clustering process (cf. Huse 
et al. 2010). However, we argue that checking singletons only is a low-resolution 
approach that should be reserved for the largest of datasets (more than ~5,000 se-
quences), and that each sequence or at least representative OTU sequence (preferably 
the most common sequence type, rather than the consensus sequence or the longest 
sequence, of each OTU) in smaller datasets should be individually scrutinized using 
the guidelines provided below.

http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/blastclust
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Guideline 1. It is simple to check that all query sequences represent the 
ITS region

Upwards of five hundred public sequences are, or have previously been, annotated as 
ITS sequences when they in fact have been shown to represent other genes or markers 
or are noise (seemingly random nucleotide letters) throughout. The reasons could be 
many and range from primer matches to unexpected parts of the genome at hand to 
the mixing up of test tubes, files, or individual sequences. These sequences contribute 
significant noise to any data-mining effort targeting the fungal ITS sequence corpus by, 
e.g., inflating diversity estimates. For molecular identification of fungi, these sequences 
pose something of an indirect problem, since they are very unlikely to show up in ITS-
based BLAST searches (Altschul et al. 1997; documentation at http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/books/NBK1762/). Nevertheless, a user - knowing that a particular species is 
present through an ITS sequence in the reference database - may want to confirm the 
hypothesized taxonomic affiliation of a newly generated ITS sequence, only to arrive 
at what seems to be a proof that the newly generated sequence does not belong to that 
very species. In other words, it is a matter of database integrity that genetic annotations 
really reflect the true marker in question.

An expedient way to ensure that all query sequences represent the ITS region is 
to compute a multiple sequence alignment in any of a number of on-line multiple 
alignment services, notably MAFFT (http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/server/ ; Katoh 
and Toh 2010). Such quickly derived, manually unedited multiple alignments of the 
ITS region are of limited scientific usefulness save one aspect: the highly conserved, 
ca. 160 bp. 5.8S gene of the ITS region will form a firm anchor in the middle part 
of nearly any such alignment. Thus all sequences for which the 5.8S is aligned in 
this way must be ITS sequences; it is inconceivable that they would produce a good 
alignment to the 5.8S if they in fact represent a different gene or marker altogether 
or if they were composed of stochastic, artefactual nucleotide data. Figure 1 shows 
an alignment featuring five sequences each of the fungal phyla Ascomycota, Basidi-
omycota, Glomeromycota, Chytridiomycota, and Zygomycota s.l.; the reader will prob-
ably agree that the 5.8S is easy to spot, despite the disparate taxonomic scope of the 
sequences. The obvious conclusion is that all sequences in that alignment represent 
the ITS region. The user is recommended to have MAFFT order the sequences in 
the alignment by similarity (“Output order: Aligned”), which normally has the ef-
fect of forcing any deviant sequences to the bottom of the alignment (or to produce 
separate sequence blocks that do not align well together). The separation of non-
deviant from deviant sequences makes the former much easier to look at and the 
latter much easier to spot in the first place. The MAFFT server usually returns even 
large alignment jobs within half an hour, and to scroll down the alignment along the 
characteristic 5’ (“left”) end of the 5.8S (cf. Figure 1 or Hibbett et al. 1995) in an 
alignment editor to check for alignment compliance should not take more than one 
minute. After that minute – if the 5.8S was found in all sequences - the user can be 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1762
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1762
http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/server
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Figure 1. An ITS alignment featuring five random species each of the fungal phyla Ascomycota, Basidio-
mycota, Glomeromycota, Chytridiomycota, and Zygomycota s.l. The left half of the screen represents the ITS1 
and the right half the 5.8S. Whereas the ITS1 alignment appears more or less chaotic, the 5.8S stands out 
as a very conserved element throughout these five phyla. The 5.8S starts at position 803 (indicated by the 
black cursor in the uppermost sequence). Seaview (Gouy et al. 2010) was used to display the alignment.

sure that all sequences in the alignment indeed are ITS sequences. (Strictly speaking 
they need not be fungal ITS sequences however; oomycete, metazoan, and plant ITS 
sequences are sometimes retrieved with so-called “fungus-specific” ITS primers (e.g., 
Tedersoo et al. 2010). The process of verifying hypothesized taxonomic affiliations 
is discussed in Guideline 5.)

Sequences that do not produce any noteworthy similarity to the 5.8S region of 
the alignment are likely to belong to one of four categories: 1) they may be partial ITS 
sequences, containing nothing, or very little, of the 5.8S; 2) they may represent genes 
or markers other than the ITS (comprising, for example, the 3’ SSU intron); 3) they 
may be of very low read quality or even feature random sequence data altogether; and 
4) they may be reverse complementary. The case of reverse complementary sequences is 
handled separately below (Guideline 2); for the other three - and for the few fungi with 
truly divergent 5.8S/ITS region sequences, such as Cantharellus and Tulasnella (Fei-
belman et al. 1994; Taylor and McCormick 2008) - a simple manual NCBI-BLAST 
search in INSD is likely to reveal the nature of the complication. The user is advised to 
pay attention to any sequences for which the 5.8S cannot be located, and not to make 
scientific use of those sequences until their nature has been clarified.

As an alternative to the alignment-based approach, the user may choose to subject 
the query sequences - individually or, more likely, in batches - to BLAST searches in 
INSD. Whether or not a sequence is an ITS sequence can usually be inferred from the 
annotation of the top five matches alone. As a rule of thumb, a high-quality fungal ITS 
sequence that features the full 5.8S gene will always produce at least 100 ITS-related 
BLAST (blastn) matches of a bitscore of about 200 or greater (if only to the 5.8S itself ) 
in INSD under default settings. A sequence that, in contrast, produces just a handful 
of matches most certainly requires further scrutiny and is, in our experience, very un-
likely to qualify as a high-quality ITS sequence in the end.
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Guideline 2. A single alignment step can assess the orientation of the 
query sequences

While it perhaps would seem natural to assume that all newly generated sequences 
come in the correct (5’ to 3’) orientation, this is in practice not always the case. A study 
by Nilsson et al. (2011b) showed that about 1% of the fungal ITS sequences in INSD 
in fact were given backwards and with all purines and pyrimidines transposed (e.g., 
...TAGC... instead of the correct ...GCTA...), that is, they are reverse complemen-
tary. Whereas some software tools account for the presence of reverse complementary 
entries - notably the sequence similarity search engine BLAST - most tools for, e.g., 
multiple alignment and sequence clustering do not, at least not by default. Reverse 
complementary sequences can become a tangible problem when sequences are down-
loaded from sequence databases for use in, e.g., phylogenetic inference or diversity 
assessments. If the user recognizes the disparate nature of these entries - which the 
user is likely to do when viewing a multiple alignment but not when working with 
sequence clustering - the problem is easy to fix through any of a number of web services 
for sequence reorientation (e.g., http://www.bioinformatics.org/sms/rev_comp.html). 
However, if the user does not recognize these entries as problematic, they are certain to 
introduce significant noise into the study.

It would seem likely that most reverse complementary sequences are produced 
during the contig assembly, a semi-to-fully-automated step where the sequence data 
produced by each primer employed are brought together to form the full sequence – a 
contig (cf. Miller and Powell 1994). Whereas the assembly software - such as Sequench-
er (GeneCodes Corp., Ann Arbor, MI, USA) - usually get sequence orientation and 
general assembly right, the user sometimes has to step in and provide assistance. Failure 
of man or machine to account for the read direction of the individual primers may lead 
to sequence data in the reverse complementary orientation (suggesting that it may be a 
good idea to add the name of the primer to the name of each primer read to facilitate 
manual identification of mistakes). Fortunately, the process of establishing read orienta-
tion for a set of newly generated ITS sequences is straightforward. A multiple alignment 
of all query sequences as outlined under Guideline 1, preferably ordered by sequence 
similarity, is normally enough. By locating the 5.8S gene in that alignment, the user will 
quickly find any entries that do not seem to contain the 5.8S (Figure 2). By reorienting 
those seemingly anomalous entries and re-running the multiple alignment step, the 
user will find out whether any of the sequences in fact were reverse complementary ini-
tially. In locating the 5.8S, the user should make sure to check for the characteristic 5’ 
end of the gene (CAACTTTC... or various minor variations thereof in nearly all fungi; 
see Figure 1 or Hibbett et al. (1995)). Verifying the presence of the 5’ end is a necessary 
precaution against the (unlikely) case that most or all sequences in the alignment in fact 
are reverse complementary (in the former case, the correctly oriented sequences would 
be in the minority and appear “anomalous” at the end of the alignment). Excluding the 
time it takes for the server to compute the multiple alignment, the time consumption 
of this step is very small - even for large datasets it should be less than five minutes.

http://www.bioinformatics.org/sms/rev_comp.html
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Figure 2. A reverse complementary sequence (bottom) aligned to its nine best BLAST matches, all of 
which were nearly identical to the query sequence based on BLAST scores, and all of which were given in 
the correct orientation by their respective authors.

An alternative, and perhaps less advisable, approach to reverse complementary 
control involves BLAST in INSD. By default, BLAST offers native support for reverse 
complementary queries (as well as reference sequences) and makes very little noise if 
a reverse complementary sequence is found. In fact, the user has to scroll down sev-
eral pages of BLAST output - to the actual alignment produced by BLAST - to get 
an idea of whether a query sequence is reverse complementary or not. Here, the item 
“Strand=Plus/Plus” indicates that both the query and the reference sequence are in the 
same read direction. If the five to ten best matches are all “Strand=Plus/Plus” (and par-
ticularly if they come from two or more different studies), the user can be reasonably 
certain that the query sequence is given in the correct orientation. Similarly, several 
consecutive “Strand=Plus/Minus“ suggest that the query sequence is reverse comple-
mentary (Figure 3). Problematically, but logically, a reverse complementary sequence 
in INSD will produce a “Strand=Plus/Plus” BLAST result to a reverse complemen-
tary query, with the second match hopefully showing “Strand=Plus/Minus“. In other 
words, based on the BLAST output alone it is not always easy to conclude which se-
quence is reverse complementary and which is given in the regular orientation. Indeed, 
the hypothetical existence of large batches of reverse complementary INSD sequences 
for some particular species would interfere with the above observations, suggesting 
that the best way to approach reverse complementary control is by looking at the ac-
tual sequence data in a multiple alignment. A special case of reverse complementary 
sequences - the reverse complementary chimera - is treated under Guideline 4 below.

Guideline 3. PCR chimeras tend to lack full counterparts in the sequence 
databases and are therefore usually easy to spot through BlAST

The traditional view of a PCR chimera is an artificial sequence resulting from the 
joining of two (or occasionally more) sequence fragments that do not originate from 
the same species (see Guideline 4 for a wider definition). In a typical fungal ITS 
chimera, either the ITS1 comes from one species and 5.8S plus ITS2 come from 
another, or ITS1 plus 5.8S come from one species and ITS2 from another (Figure 4). 
In other words, the chimeric breakpoint often seems to be located in the first – and 
more conserved - part of the 5.8S. These traditional chimeras can unintentionally be 
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Figure 3. “Strand=Plus/Minus” indicates that the query and reference sequence come in opposing read 
directions. Another hint comes from the observation that the alignment starts at the first base (1) in the 
query sequence and progresses upwards to base 60 in the first alignment line; however, for the reference 
sequence, the alignment starts at base 635 and progresses downwards to base 578.

produced in the PCR step when the DNA of two or more species are present and 
when the gene or marker in question features a highly conserved segment (here the 
5.8S; cf. Fonseca et al. 2012). If the conserved segment in the extending strand is 
similar enough to the corresponding segment in the contaminant species, this strand 
can re-anneal to the contaminant DNA instead, with a chimeric sequence as the 
result. (The risk of producing chimeras in mixed-template PCRs can be reduced by 
optimizing the PCR protocol, see Wang and Wang 1997 and Qiu et al. 2001.) Chi-
meras form a particularly treacherous class of compromised sequences, because at a 
cursory glance they often seem like perfectly fine ITS sequences: all of ITS1, 5.8S, 
and ITS2 are typically present in their full length and in the expected order. One of 
the two underlying species dominates the sequence by comprising the ITS1+5.8S or 
5.8S+ITS2, and it is the dominant species that tends to prevail in BLAST searches. 
The scientific (Latin) name given to a chimeric sequence is wrong by definition, but 
the name is particularly troublesome in cases where the dominant species formed 
the contaminant (non-targeted) species initially. Such sequences invite BLAST-based 
misannotations, often spanning fungal orders or even phyla (cf. Hugenholtz and Hu-
ber 2003). Chimeric sequences without species names (e.g., “Unidentified fungus”) 
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are perhaps less of a problem to molecular species identification, but like all chimeras 
they inflate diversity assessments such as sequence/OTU richness, estimated richness, 
and phylogenetic diversity measures (in the latter case for the reason that chimeric 
sequences tend to form long branches; cf. Tedersoo et al. 2011). Chimeras may how-
ever also be detrimental to endeavours other than diversity assessment, for example 
through skewing multiple alignments.

UNITE has a record of about 1,000 chimeric fungal ITS sequences in the public 
corpus, corresponding to 0.4% of the number of such sequences. The real number of 
chimeras is probably significantly higher, since chimeras between closely related species 
are much more difficult to find than chimeras between distantly related ones. The vast 
majority of the 1,000 known chimeras are of the “distantly related” type; the chimera 
in Figure 4 is such an example. Cloning of PCR amplicons is a component in many 
studies in which chimeras were subsequently reported, suggesting that studies em-
ploying cloning should be particularly vigilant against chimeric unions. Fortunately, 
finding at least bad cases of chimeras in newly generated datasets is fairly straightfor-
ward. The solution draws from the observation that chimeric sequences tend to be 
unique in datasets of small to moderate sizes, i.e., that any given illegitimate union 
of sequence fragments happened only once in the study. This somewhat rough ap-
proximation means that the user can cluster the query dataset at approximately the 
species level (97-98% similarity, 90% sequence coverage; see above) and then focus on 
the singletons (or all small-sized OTUs) only. By subjecting the singleton sequences 
to BLAST searches and keeping an eye on the graphical summary of the BLAST hits 
provided by NCBI-BLAST (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), the user will be able to 

Figure 4. A multiple alignment where the topmost sequence is chimeric and the remaining sequences 
represent its best BLAST matches. The alignment is fine in ITS1 and 5.8S (a; the 5.8S starts at position 
479), but the alignment in ITS2 (b; position 637 and on) falls far short of scientific rigour. Alignments 
like these bespeak chimeric unions.

http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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Figure 5. a Graphical overview of the BLAST results of a regular sequence b BLAST results of a chimeric 
sequence where the ITS1 comes from another species, such that the ITS1 is not involved in the align-
ment featuring the 5.8S+ITS2 (hence the lack of a match for the first ca. 180 bp.). Obviously, a severely 
compromised sequence that is already in INSD will always find a perfect match through BLAST in INSD: 
itself. In that case, the presence of a 100% similar reference sequence cannot be used as a testimony to the 
authenticity of the query sequence.
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identify sequences in need of further scrutiny. Figure 5a shows a BLAST run where a 
query sequence was well matched across its full length by the topmost hits. Figure 5b, 
in contrast, shows a chimeric sequence where the 5.8S and ITS2 were well matched by 
the topmost hit, whereas the ITS1 could not be aligned at all to it. This corresponds 
to the case where the ITS1 comes from a distantly related species with respect to the 
remainder of the sequence. All cases where ITS1+5.8S - or 5.8S+ITS2 - produce nearly 
perfect matches, whereas ITS2 or ITS1, respectively, produces an unexpectedly poor 
match, call for closer scrutiny.

In the case of Figure 5b, it is the ITS1 that does not harmonize with the remainder 
of the sequence. Doing a BLAST search based on ITS1 alone shows that it is a polypore 
(100% similarity); the 5.8S+ITS2 BLAST, in contrast, shows that those parts belong 
to an agaric (100% similarity). By doing separate BLAST searches like this, the user 
will come fairly close to practical proof that the sequence in question is chimeric. Such 
sequences should be pruned from the query dataset, and they should similarly not 
be submitted to the sequence databases. However, the user should keep in mind that 
legitimate query sequences - particularly long ones - can also produce BLAST results 
similar to that in Figure 5b for the reason that the most similar reference sequences 
were much shorter due to, e.g., primer choice. The BLAST alignment indicates at what 
base in the query and the reference sequence the alignment starts. For example, if the 
alignment start is “1” in the reference sequence but “350” in the query sequence, then 
the seemingly odd BLAST results simply reflect the absence of reference data. Introns 
such as the one at the 3’ end of the SSU may produce similar results. However, also in 
these situations, subjecting the non-matching part of the query sequence to a BLAST 
search is likely to reveal the nature of the problem.

Problematically, not all cases of chimera detection will be as straightforward as 
the example in Figure 5b, and the user will sometimes face difficult decisions. After 
all, ITS sequence data are available for a mere 1% of the hypothesized 1.5 million 
extant species of fungi (Hawksworth 2001; Hibbett et al. 2011), and some newly 
generated sequences will be singletons, and perhaps look odd, for the reason that 
they have not been sequenced before, such that no fit objects of comparison are 
available. To routinely exclude sequences that differ from known sequences would 
obviously not be a good way to expand our knowledge of the fungal kingdom. The 
user is probably best advised to delete the sequences she feels sure are chimeric and 
leave the rest of the sequences in the dataset; it would still be a major improvement 
over not checking the dataset for chimeras at all. If these dubious sequences are 
of particular relevance to the study, and if there is fungal material left from which 
to regenerate those sequences, then the user would have the opportunity to verify 
the biological, or artefactual, origin of those sequences through another round of 
sequencing. A further complication is that in studies with great sequencing depth, 
more or less identical chimeras between the most common OTUs may occur more 
than once in the dataset. A solution to this problem could be to check a representa-
tive sequence also from OTUs that are not singletons (focusing, as needed, on all 
OTUs with few constituent sequences).
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Guideline 4. Sequences can be broken in other, puzzling ways; BlAST, 
again, will tell

BLAST also has the capacity to indicate several other classes of compromised entries. 
Figure 6 shows an assembly chimera, which is the product of incorrect assembly of two 
or more sequence fragments (primer reads) into a single contig. The dotted vertical line 
in the reference sequences indicates a break in the alignment between these and the 
query sequence. The user will have to scroll down to the BLAST alignment to learn 
of the exact nature of the break. Often one finds that such sequences were assembled 
with the ITS1 and the ITS2 in the wrong order. The resulting BLAST alignment will 
be divided into sections, and the user might find that, e.g., base 285 to 614 in the 
query sequence are matched by bases 1 to 330 in the reference sequence. Bases 1-284 
in the query are, however, best matched by bases 331-614 in the reference sequence; 
although it may not always be straightforward to see exactly what the problem is, the 
non-contiguous nature of these alignment segments at least makes it easy to see that 
there indeed seems to be a problem to begin with. If all alignment sections are in the 
Strand=Plus/Plus orientation, and the next few reference sequences similarly produced 
such sectioned alignments with respect to the query, then the user can be certain that 
the query sequence is an assembly chimera. It is easy to see that assembly chimeras may 
follow as a result of minimal overlap between the fragments under assembly and the 
subsequent failure of the contig software – under the settings applied - to pick the cor-
rect ends for merger. If there is no overlap at all between the fragments - such that there 
should have been additional sequence data between two fragments that are now joined 
- the corresponding BLAST results will look something like Figure 6. Such bridged 
sequences may also be produced inadvertently in, e.g., the phylogenetic analysis pack-
age PAUP (Swofford 2003) when the user excludes certain alignment regions from the 
analysis due to, e.g., poor alignability using the generic “EXCLUDE” command. If 
the user then exports the alignment analysed for INSD or TreeBase (Sanderson et al. 
1994) deposition, the individual sequences will lack the parts excluded from the analy-
sis and therefore qualify as chimeric. Alternatively, if an extraneous sequence segment 
was assembled into a position where it should not have been, such as in the middle of 
the 5.8S, the BLAST results tend to look similar to those shown in Figure 7. Finally, 
reverse complementary chimeras are produced when a sequence is assembled to con-
tain one or more fragments in the regular orientation and one or more fragments in the 
reverse complementary orientation (cf. Hartmann et al. 2011). The BLAST results of 
such sequences often look like Figure 6, and the BLAST alignment will indicate that 
one or more of the sections are in the opposite direction, “Strand=Plus/Minus”.

The distal (5’ and 3’) ends of newly generated sequences are typically of lower 
read quality than the interior parts of the sequence. It is the job of the contig assembly 
software to highlight poorly read bases clearly enough that the user can address them 
before the final sequence is produced from the contig. Untrimmed sequences tend 
to look like the one in Figure 8 when run through BLAST; note that the match does 
not include the first ca. 20, and the last ca. 30, base-pairs. Unless all of the reference 
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Figure 6. An assembly chimera. The black dashed lines indicate breaks in the BLAST alignment and 
should always be taken to mean that manual examination is needed.

sequences are in fact shorter than the query sequence, the user should probably re-
check the chromatograms in the distal parts of the sequence - and consider trimming 
regions of poor quality - at this stage. Many public ITS sequences, in turn, are poorly 
trimmed, sometimes leaving the process of telling whether it is the query or the refer-
ence sequence that features the low-quality bases all but intractable. This speaks to the 
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Figure 7. An assembly chimera. An extraneous sequence segment was assembled into a position where 
it should not have been, such as in the middle of the 5.8S. The white area in the reference sequences in-
dicates the absence of sequence data for this particular part of the query sequence. Manual examination 
is always needed in cases like this.

importance of always taking the sequence assembly step seriously and of paying special 
attention to any region where the chromatograms appear substandard. Other newly 
generated sequences are of reduced read quality throughout. One obvious sign is that 
they may feature IUPAC DNA ambiguity symbols (e.g., N and S; Cornish-Bowden 
1985). If these are scattered along the full length of the sequence, our experience is that 
the sequence should be discarded altogether. If they, on the other hand, are clustered 
in some single region of the sequence - typically at either distal end - and the chroma-
tograms look satisfactory in the remaining regions of the sequence, then the sequence 
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is probably reliable (although in need of distal trimming). Another tell-tale sign may 
be suspiciously large homopolymer regions (e.g., ...AAAAAAAAAA...); again the user 
should go back to the chromatograms to scrutinize these regions. A complication is 
that the underlying fungal individual may have alleles of different lengths in these 
regions, making exact base-calling hard. Of particular difficulty are those sequences 
in which neither ambiguity symbols nor suspicious homopolymer regions are present, 
but that still are very distant from the closest BLAST hit. The BLAST alignment may 

Figure 8. Untrimmed sequences tend to look like this when run through BLAST. Note how the first ca. 
20 bp., and the last ca. 30 bp., of the query sequence (represented by the red bar with scale marks every 
100 bp.) do not align to any of the BLAST hits. The use of different but closely situated primers may give 
a similar pattern, however, pointing at the need to also look at the BLAST alignments for start and end 
positions of the reference sequences.
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offer some tentative clues here. If the mismatches are scattered more or less evenly 
across the full length of the query sequence, it is likely that the general sequence qual-
ity is substandard, such that the sequence should be discarded. If, on the other hand, 
there are no - or significantly fewer - mismatches in the region corresponding to the 
5.8S in the BLAST alignment, this would suggest that the sequence is authentic, if 
very deviant from everything else. Indeed, several large groups of previously unknown 
fungi have been described in recent years (e.g., Jones et al. 2011; Rosling et al. 2011).

Guideline 5. Taxonomic annotations should be verified before the se-
quences are used

About half of the 250,000 public, full-length fungal ITS sequences are annotated to the 
level of species (Hibbett et al. 2011). Several studies have, however, shown that the taxo-
nomic reliability of the entries in the public sequence databases has yet to reach perfec-
tion, and more than 10% of the public fungal ITS sequences that carry a species name 
may in fact carry an incorrect species name (e.g., Nilsson et al. 2006). It is easy to see that 
morphology-based species identification procedures sometimes go wrong among closely 
related or otherwise highly similar species, and these misidentifications would then carry 
over to the taxonomic annotation of the sequence generated from the specimen. Many of 
the misidentifications we have come across, however, span orders, classes, and frequently 
also phyla of the fungal tree of life. Indeed, more than 20 fungus-related cases of misi-
dentification at the kingdom level are indexed in UNITE. This suggests that taxonomic 
competence is only one of several processes leading to incorrect taxonomic annotations 
of public sequences. Unintended sequencing of epifungal - or intrasporocarp - parasites, 
mutualists, or commensalists appears common, for example. PCR contaminations and 
the mixing up of test tubes, computer files, and labels stand out as other major sources of 
error. Incorrectly identified or contaminated cultures – even in the major international 
culture collections – form an additional, serious concern. The conclusion is obvious: 
nobody - regardless of degree of taxonomic competence - should by default assume that 
their taxonomic annotations are correct and not in need of verification.

We take the position that all sequences in a newly generated dataset should be verified 
for taxonomic affiliation, even if they are annotated only to kingdom level (e.g., “Uncul-
tured fungus”). The process of verifying a hypothesized taxonomic annotation - or at least 
ruling out the possibility that the annotation is way off - is usually trivial and amounts to 
a simple BLAST run. A sequence annotated as Penicillium is expected to hit other Penicil-
lium sequences (usually in a chaotic list of anamorphic and teleomorphic names, species 
complexes, and numerous environmental sequences; a visit to Index Fungorum (http://
www.indexfungorum.org/) or MycoBank (http://www.mycobank.org/) may be needed to 
establish the relations of the names obtained). A quick check of some degree of consist-
ency among the top ten matches is normally enough to confirm the basic authenticity of 
the taxonomic affiliation, particularly if the top ten matches stem from two or more differ-
ent studies. The INSD keyword “BARCODE” (specified in the description of the entry) 

http://www.indexfungorum.org
http://www.indexfungorum.org
http://www.mycobank.org
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indicates that a sequence complies with a number of quality criteria (http://barcoding.
si.edu/pdf/dwg_data_standards-final.pdf) and so should be weighted as a more reliable 
reference sequence. However, looking at BLAST hit lists is often more difficult than one 
might think. The following five basic principles may be good to keep in mind. a) BLAST 
is sensitive to the length and level of sequence conservation of the query and reference 
sequences, and the user is advised to prune any large parts of the SSU and LSU from the 
ITS sequences before doing BLAST searches (cf. Kang et al. 2010). It sometimes pays off 
to use only the ITS1 or ITS2 for the searches. b) BLAST does local alignment and so will 
base its core statistics on the part of the query sequence it managed to align rather than the 
full length of the query sequence. Thus, even if a match says “100% similar”, it will typi-
cally not apply to the full length of the query sequence, and confirming the proportion of 
the sequence aligned requires examination of the coverage statistics reported in the BLAST 
searches. If the user is concerned with the absolute similarity of the query sequence to the 
best match, a second alignment step (in, e.g., MAFFT) and a pocket calculator may be 
needed. c) In the case of identical BLAST bitscores (matches), the order of the hits is for 
all practical purposes uninformative. This cautions against looking only at the very top-
most match; if there are several equally good matches, they are all equally relevant. d) The 
degree to which the ITS region is species specific differs among fungal lineages, as does 
the average distance to the closest species for any given species (Nilsson et al. 2008). It is a 
good idea to refrain from oversimplified approaches to species identification and sequence 
annotation, such as enforcing a strict 97% similarity criterion at all times. Indeed, BLAST 
reports on similar sequences rather than species names. e) The taxon sampling of fungi is 
still very much incomplete (Brock et al. 2009; Nilsson et al. 2011a). Thus, even if some 
particular query sequence does not hit any of the species the user had expected - but more 
remotely related ones instead - it does not have to mean that anything is wrong; it could 
just be a case of thin taxon sampling. The GenBank Nucleotide (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/nuccore/) query string “Amanita[ORGN] AND 5.8S[TITL]” will show whether 
there are any ITS sequences annotated as belonging to the genus Amanita in GenBank. 
Such simple queries permit the user to examine and establish whether the expected spe-
cies are present among the available ITS sequences in the database. Ross et al. (2008) 
and Ovaskainen et al. (2010) provide interesting statistics on the performance of BLAST 
under varying conditions, including incomplete database coverage.

It is typically simple to establish basic authenticity of the taxonomic annotations 
for a set of query sequences. The process described above will often take the user to the 
genus level or even the species level in some cases, at which stage one can rule out severe 
misannotation. Going all the way to actually verifying the species-level annotation is a 
trickier objective, and one that will not always be possible based on BLAST and the pub-
lic sequence databases alone. A phylogenetic analysis of the query sequence and the 20-30 
best BLAST matches (or as many as alignability allows) is a good starting point for a more 
robust examination of the taxonomic affiliation of the query sequence (cf. Taylor et al. 
2000). The alignment/phylogenetic analysis combination may also be helpful in locating 
otherwise anomalous sequence data; (single) sequences that are found on unusually long 
branches or that do not find well-supported positions may be worth looking closer at.

http://barcoding.si.edu/pdf/dwg_data_standards-final.pdf
http://barcoding.si.edu/pdf/dwg_data_standards-final.pdf
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore
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Taking action on bad sequences in INSD / UNITe

Anyone using the public sequence databases to pursue low-quality entries in a newly 
generated dataset will sooner or later find low-quality entries also in these databases. 
When skimming through BLAST hit lists, for instance, one regularly sees entries whose 
taxonomic annotation simply has to be wrong for one reason or the other - a single 
Betula (birch) in a list of Amanita (fly agaric), for instance. It is easy to feel that some 
mistakes are so far off and absurd as to be harmless. In reality they are harmless only to 
a limited number of people, namely those with a relevant taxonomic background; with 
a reasonable insight into how BLAST operates; and with enough time on their hands 
to interpret their sequence similarity searches manually. Everyone else may be in harm’s 
way. We did an informal evaluation of 20 fungal ITS sequences whose taxonomic an-
notation was off at the ordinal or class level by simply running the accession numbers 
through Google. Three of the sequences (15 %) had been used under their original 
(incorrect) name in at least one other scientific publication than the one through which 
they were released. Even taxonomic experts would be hard put to spot many such 
derived mistakes since they are published one level removed from the original data, 
suggesting a route through which errors and mistakes can be cited and re-cited enough 
to eventually be accepted as truths. There is thus every reason to take some form of ac-
tion when one comes across a public DNA sequence associated with significant error.

Hartmann et al. (in press) discuss several ways to take action on compromised pub-
lic sequences. We will assume here that the user is very pressed for time and unwilling 
to spend more than a minute on the matter; we also assume that the nature of the com-
plication is severe enough to be beyond questioning or interpretation. A quick, friendly 
email to the original sequence authors is in fact likely to solve the problem altogether, 
because few scientists would presumably like their names to be associated with persis-
tent, broken data. Sequence authors have considerable say over their entries in INSD, 
and a request from them to the INSD staff (e.g., http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/About/
glance/contact_info.html) is unlikely to go unheeded. It is however notoriously difficult 
to find people and their present contact information over the web (cf. Wren 2008). An-
other path to take action on broken sequences is therefore to write an email to the INSD 
staff directly. We have found the INSD staff to be very friendly and service-minded in 
these matters. Several options are open to the INSD staff to deal with misidentified 
sequences. One recent example is to add an UNVERIFIED keyword to highly prob-
lematic sequences and exclude the sequence from BLAST, although the sequence will 
still be archived in INSD. Finally, it is possible to use the third-party sequence annota-
tion feature of UNITE/PlutoF (Abarenkov et al. 2010b) to simply replace the incorrect 
species name with the correct one, or to mark the entry as chimeric, or to take whatever 
other action appropriate. Third-party annotations of sequences via PlutoF are visible to 
users in the European Nucleotide Archive of the INSD through a link-out function. We 
feel that the exact way in which the user chooses to take action is less important com-
pared to whether or not the user chooses to take action in the first place, and we hope 
that the mycological community will be able to set a high standard here.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/About/glance/contact_info.html
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/About/glance/contact_info.html
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Concluding remarks

The present document brings together a set of guidelines, recommendations, and ob-
servations towards identifying severely compromised sequences before they are put to 
scientific use. While they were written with the non-bioinformatician in mind and 
aim to be non-technical and straightforward to apply, we still believe they are power-
ful enough to have prevented the deposition of the vast majority of severely compro-
mised fungal ITS sequences in the public sequence databases, had they been applied 
at the time of sequence accessioning. Importantly, however, these guidelines would 
not have caught all cases of badly damaged sequence data. Thus, the application of the 
principles presented here will not guarantee - but rather just increase the chance - that 
the dataset at hand will be of reasonable standard after processing. Furthermore we 
would like to stress that these guidelines offer little in way of fine-grained authenticity 
and reliability. Misidentification among closely related species, somewhat reduced lev-
els of general sequence read quality, and base-inflation in homopolymer regions are all 
examples of problems that are only partly addressed by this document. We certainly 
do not want our guidelines to be used as replacements for more advanced, technical 
solutions; we rather hope that they will be used by those who, for one reason or the 
other, do not have access to or would not consider running any advanced, technical 
solutions in the first place (e.g., Appendix).

Our guidelines come with no other software requirement than a web browser. 
They still require something else of the user too: a critical, inquisitive, and perhaps 
imaginative mind. It would seem impossible to lay down firm rules to which all high-
quality sequences would comply and that all low-quality sequences would violate. 
Rather the user should expect to find herself in situations where the user herself is the 
best arbiter of what is correct and what isn’t. Although such a situation would not be 
unfamiliar to anyone in systematics or taxonomy, we would still like to point out the 
importance of common sense in pursuing broken sequence data. The present authors 
spent considerable time trying to make this document as rich and multi-faceted as 
possible, but it goes without saying that additional, relevant observations and advice 
are to be found among the remaining members of the scientific community. We hope 
that anyone in the position to improve or add to the present set of guidelines will take 
the time and opportunity to do so. The potential outlets are many and range from the 
“Add comments” feature of the present journal to separate publications in this or any 
other journal. The ever-increasing weight assigned to molecular data in mycology - and 
the life sciences as a whole - suggests that any such move may have positive ramifica-
tions extending far beyond the datasets of each individual user.
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Appendix

Technical considerations. (doi: 10.3897/mycokeys.4.3606.app) File format: PDF.

Explanation note: Discussion on sequence quality and reliability assessment for the more 
technically inclined user.

Copyright notice: This dataset is made available under the Open Database License 
(http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/1.0/). The Open Database License (ODbL) 
is a license agreement intended to allow users to freely share, modify, and use this Dataset 
while maintaining this same freedom for others, provided that the original source and 
author(s) are credited. 
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